
LESSON 1: Pass the Squeeze   •   M2-285

Assignment

Practice
1. Determine whether each scatter plot represents a linear relationship, a non-linear relationship, or 

no relationship.
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Write
Match each term to its corresponding definition.

1.  explanatory 
variable

a.  when points on a scatter plot seem to form 
a line

2.  response 
variable

b.  when, as the independent variable increases, 
the dependent variable also increases

3.  linear 
association

c.  the variable whose value is not determined by 
the other variable

4. cluster d.  a point that varies greatly from the overall 
pattern of the data

5.  positive 
association

e.  when points on a scatter plot are not in a 
perfect line but are grouped close to an 
imagined line

6.  negative 
association

f.  the variable that changes according to 
changes in the other variable

7. outlier g.  when the dependent variable decreases as 
the independent variable increases

Remember
A scatter plot is a graph of a set 

of ordered pairs. The points in a 

scatter plot are not connected, 

but they allow you to investigate 

patterns in bivariate data. 

Bivariate data is used when 

collecting information regarding 

two characteristics for the same 

person, thing, or event.
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2. Mr. Grayson’s 12th grade biology class is studying 

genetics. They are talking about traits that can 

be passed on from generation to generation and 

wondered if they could predict a father’s height 

if they knew the height of his son. Mr. Grayson 

asks the boys in the class to measure and record 

their heights. Then he asks them to go home and 

measure and record their fathers’ heights. The 

results are shown in the table.

a. Identify the explanatory and response 

variables.

b. Construct a scatter plot using the data. Be sure 

to label the axes and the graph.

c. What relationship seems to exist between the 

heights of the students and the heights of their 

fathers?

d. Explain the meaning of the point (70.5, 71).

e. Does there appear to be a linear association between the height of the students and the height of their 

fathers?

f. What type of association exists between the students’ heights and their fathers’ heights? State the 

association in terms of the quantities.

g. Do any of the points appear to vary greatly from the other points? Identify the potential outlier. Explain 

why it is a potential outlier.

3. Mr. Grayson’s 12th grade biology class wondered if 

they could predict a father’s height if they knew the 

height of his daughter. The class collected data and 

displayed it as a scatter plot. Do you think you could 

predict a father’s height by knowing his daughter’s 

height? Explain your reasoning.
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Jorge 72.5 71

Brian 68 69

Manuel 73.5 72.5

Kevin 70.5 71

Brandon 66 67

Levi 71 68

Oscar 69 69

Paul 64.5 73

Trent 67.5 69.5

Xavier 73 72.5
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4. Ms. Brubaker is a guidance counselor at Apple Grove High School. She is giving a presentation to 

the freshman class about the importance of studying and getting good grades. In her talk, she likes 

to show the freshmen data she has collected about some students who went to the high school and 

their progress in college. The data for 12 students includes their high school GPA, as well as their 

first year college GPA. The table shows the data she has collected.

a. Identify the explanatory and response 

variables.

b. Construct a scatter plot using the data. Be 

sure to label the axes and the graph.

c. Does there appear to be a linear 

association between the high school 

GPA and the college GPA? Explain your 

reasoning.

d. Is there a positive or negative association 

between high school GPA and 

college GPA?

e. Write the ordered pair for the student 

with the highest high school GPA. Then 

explain the meaning of each of the 

coordinates.

f. Write the ordered pair for the students 

who have the same college GPA. What 

was the college GPA for each student, and 

what was their high school GPA?

Student High School GPA College GPA

1 2.22 2.35

2 2.50 2.80

3 3.42 3.88

4 3.45 3.40

5 2.45 2.95

6 2.67 3.10

7 3.24 3.55

8 3.80 3.92

9 3.11 3.40

10 3.15 3.50

11 3.25 3.52

12 2.88 2.90
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Review
1. Explain how you could graph each equation using transformations of the basic function y 5 x.

a. y 5 3x 2 7

b. y 5 2x 1 5

2. Tell a story to describe each graph.
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3. Calculate the slope of the line represented by each table.

a. b. 

Stretch
Pose a statistical question that can be answered by collecting bivariate data. Identify the explanatory and 

response variables. Collect and record the data. Construct a scatter plot. Describe the relationship between 

the variables and note any possible outliers.

x y

3 6

6 8

15 14

21 18

x y

0 10

4 5

8 0

16 210
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